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FairHackathon 2019

FairHackathon 2019
Online meetings: https://meet.jit.si/HackersOfTheRevolution
☀️General information on the Decentrale and how to get there: https://wiki.synergiehub.ch/welcome
Additional Useful Info on Train, Sim Card (for Wi-Fi access)
Reserve your stay: https://synergiehub.ch/reserve-stay.html

Timeline:
May 26 - June 12 @Décentrale:

Fair Ecosystem Gathering
From May 26rd to June 12th we'll gather on Mont-Soleil, Switzerland to work on building tools for the
emerging fair ecosystem. During these days we aim to reset base around a collective development
roadmap for the next 2-3 years. Your presence is important, as we will agree on a common path,
where possible, so when we are back home, we continue working on the same synergetic line, making
progress more eﬃcient for everyone.
A collection of aspects to explore in the Fair Economy Gathering

Sunday, May 26, 15h @EspaceNoir:

Gilets Jaunes
Vernissage of the exhibition “Art interactive et ludique”. Screening of the “J'veux du Soleil”
documentary ﬁlm about the Gilets Jaunes movement. Round table discussion about the Gilets Jaunes.

Monday, May 27, 10h @Décentrale:

Planning Hackathon
Detailed scheduling of activities during the Hackathon, based on presence of diﬀerent participants.
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Monday, May 27, 17h @Décentrale:

Self-Empowered Culture Radio
Workshop on how to participate in the programming and produce live or recorded sessions for the
radio. We'll also discuss what it would take to make the next step and oﬀer additionally a full time
video stream.

Tuesday, May 28, 10h-19h @Décentrale:

Building Fair Circular Economy
How do we best extend and curate the web of trust that is the market participants of the fair
economy. What are preconditions to be considered “fair”, which are the merchants that we know to
be fair accordingly and which economic links can we manifest between them.

Wednesday, May 29, 10h-19h @Décentrale:

Glocal Governance Model
In this workshop we will be looking of ways to apply glocal governance models to the needs and
circumstances of the FairCoop community. FairCoop's focus isn't governance but the development of
a global grassroots fair economy. As it aims to achieve its goal, it however needs to build the
corresponding governance structures. We want to see how the models we develop can help in this
context and how this practical example can help develop our models.

Thursday, May 30, 10h-19h @Décentrale:

FairCoin and Fairo ecosystem
We aim to review the concept of exchange rates between the “Fairo” purchasing power peg, FairCoin
and other currencies. The Fairo is intended to be a reference point for purchasing power value in the
emerging fair economy. We are deﬁning an ecosystem of consensus based exchange rates in a webof-trust, creating dynamics for a Nash Equilibrium for a cooperative, fair economy. We'll discuss and
further develop the proposal of using this reference point and aim to agree on a ﬁrst consensus rate.
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May 31 - June 9 @Décentrale:

FairHackathon
During the FairHackathon of May 31st to June 9th we focus on the broadening our collective
understanding of the key technologies in our software stack and hack together on improvements and
developing our skills peer to peer. We'll share knowledge about how to build and enhance existing fair
economy software and how to develop applications around them with the available libraries and APIs.

Tuesday, June 4, 10h @Décentrale:

Duniter currency concept
Workshop and video conference on theoretical aspects of the currency, which includes the concepts
of a universal dividend and web of trust.

Fairkom session
We will discuss plans regarding FairCoin, FairChains, website and wallets, FairLogin, FairChat and
other synergies around fair economy tools and apps. Add topics here:
https://board.net/p/faircoop-fairkom#lineNumber=150
Join from 10 am at https://fairmeeting.net/fairhack

Wednesday, June 5, 10h @Décentrale:

Duniter protocol
Workshop and video conference on understanding the Duniter protocol.

Wednesday, June 5, 17h30 @Décentrale:

Money game
We'll be experimenting with four diﬀerent economic systems as part of this game.
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Thursday, June 6, 9h @ Décentrale:

Holochain
Holochain folks will be present to discuss and provide workshops on the Holochain, Ceptr and MetaCurrency topics.

Thursday, June 6, 17h30 @EspaceNoir:

Jeu de la monnaie / Money Game
Expérimentez quatre systèmes économique à travers le jeu.

Saturday, June 8, 20h @EspaceNoir:

Concert L'n'B
Chansons mit Blut, Wut und Mut. A musical apéro at the tavern of Espace Noir.

Monday, June 10, 10h-19h @Décentrale:

Building Fair Circular Economy
How do we best extend and curate the web of trust that is the market participants of the fair
economy. What are preconditions to be considered “fair”, which are the merchants that we know to
be fair accordingly and which economic links can we manifest between them.

Tuesday, June 11, 10h-19h @Décentrale:

Glocal Governance Model
In this workshop we will be looking of ways to apply glocal governance models to the needs and
circumstances of the FairCoop community. FairCoop's focus isn't governance but the development of
a global grassroots fair economy. As it aims to achieve its goal, it however needs to build the
corresponding governance structures. We want to see how the models we develop can help in this
https://wiki.fair.coop/
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context and how this practical example can help develop our models.

Wednesday, June 12, 10h-19h @Décentrale:

FairCoin and Fairo ecosystem
We aim to review the concept of exchange rates between the “Fairo” purchasing power peg, FairCoin
and other currencies. The Fairo is intended to be a reference point for purchasing power value in the
emerging fair economy. We are deﬁning an ecosystem of consensus based exchange rates in a webof-trust, creating dynamics for a Nash Equilibrium for a cooperative, fair economy. We'll discuss and
further develop the proposal of using this reference point and aim to agree on a ﬁrst consensus rate.

Wednesday, June 12, 19h30 @EspaceNoir:

Extinction Rebellion
Conference and round table discussion about Extinction Rebellion, the global movement for civil
disobedience to ﬁght the destruction of the biodiversity through unhindered climate warming, which
was started in October 2018 in the UK.

Thursday, June 13, 10h-19h @Décentrale:

Confederation Without Borders
Assembling the basic building blocks of for a federated bottom up governance around a basic set of
principles that constitute not just a manifesto, but a constitution.

Thursday, June 13, 20h00 @EspaceNoir:

Ecologie sociale & municipalisme libertaire
Qui est Murray Bookchin ? Qu'est ce que l'écologie sociale ? Et le municipalisme libertaire ? Comment
peut-on le penser et l'expérimenter au 21ème siècle, en Suisse comme ailleurs ? Avec Vincent
Gerber.
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Friday, June 14:

Women's strike
We'll all be on strike.
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